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✔  About Vietnam  
✔  Region Differences
✔  Vietnam Social Media 
✔  E-Commerce 

Online Shopping



Socialist Republic of Vietnam, is a country in Southeast Asia. It is located 
at the eastern edge of the Indochinese Peninsula, and is divided into 58 
provinces and five municipalities, covering 331,699 square kilometres, 
with a population of over 96 million inhabitants, making it the world's 
sixteenth-most populous country. Vietnam shares borders with China to 
the north, Laos and Cambodia to the west; whilst maintaining maritime 
borders with Thailand through the Gulf of Thailand, and the Philippines, 
Indonesia and Malaysia through the South China Sea. Its capital is 
Hanoi and its largest city is Ho Chi Minh City (Saigon).

About

Capital : Hanoi
Most Developed: Ho Chi Minh
Population : 97,58 million



Is VIETNAM only known for 
Its WAR?





Understand 
regional 

differences 
in Vietnam



Northerns & Southerns Shopping Behaviors





Saigonese and the push for individualism



Hanoi consumer is a complex beast for maketers



It’s the difference between ME & WE
Is it as simple as Saigonese embracing individualism

& Hanoians being collective in their attitudes?



Winning Hanoi markets is not as simple as winning 1 person 
…. But rather an entire city



Different roles of Public Opinion and social conformity
And this influences Hanoians more









Vietnam -Digital Age 2021 
During Covid.19











Social Media Focus - “Most Likely” To



Youtube? 
✔= Youku 
✔News
✔Detailed Reviews (Beauty/Fashion + Home Appliances + Tech + 

Fitness )
✔Music - Karaoke - Vlogs……. ⇒ Entertainment
✔Streaming
✔Learning new things
✔Movies - TV Shows
✔Moms use Youtube cartoon video to keep their kids quiet

✔ …..in both Vietnamese, English, 
Chinese, Korean, Japanese,......





Why Facebook?
✔News 
✔Connection with friends, celebrities, 

everyone
✔Check-in, sharing locations, events
✔Posting Videos, Photos, Status, Review
✔Calls, Messenger, Video calls
✔Marketplace
✔Livestream
✔SHOWBIZ SECRETS ...

✔ …..EVERYTHING
IT’s VERY EASY FOR YOU
TO STALK SOMEONE



✔ Facebook has gone from cute cats to 
a money-making ecosystem for 
businesses.

✔ It’s not just about managing a page 
anymore. Now there are linked 
groups, instant ads, Facebook stories, 
live videos and chatbots to juggle.

✔ With all of this competition, it’s 
becoming harder to be seen, and 
more often than not, business find 
themselves throwing money down the 
Facebook wishing well, which is why 
we always recommend our clients to 
use Facebook as one of many 
distribution channels for their 
content, not the only place for their 
content.

But don’t get complacent, Facebook is 
still an essential tool for every business 
and brand. 

~ Facebook can filter the contents and 
limits the engagement of the users

https://wecreatecontent.asia/content-marketing-blog-asia/content-hubs-or-facebook
https://wecreatecontent.asia/content-marketing-blog-asia/content-hubs-or-facebook


WHAT IS

= wechat of Vietnam
With:
- Calls, Videos, Messages
- Same functions like channels + Official account + moments 
- ZaloPay + Work contacts
- Official News
- ALMOST EVERYONE HAS ZALO
- Zalo does not have Translate function



~ an essential business tool when 
operating in Vietnam.

- What does this mean for you and your business? 

Enter Zalo Official Account. Like Facebook, this is 
another popular channel for Vietnamese businesses 
to build communities, develop content, and drive 
sales. 

- Expanded services with an instant article feature 

(Zalo Media), online shopping (Zalo Shop) and a 
separate mobile wallet app called Zalo Pay. 

- If you’re looking to localise your marketing effort, then 

Zalo is definitely worth a look.

https://oa.zaloapp.com/home/


- a place to be yourself, to stay up-to-date with 

trends, hobbies, and celebrities. Its users are 
also, coincidentally, two-thirds female.

- If you’re going for the youth views, or your 

business is F&B, home decor, fashion or 
lifestyle, then Instagram should be your 
primary social media site.

- Direct Share Post + Story on Facebook, with 

better filters and effects

If Facebook is somewhere you need  to care 
about your images so your family, family’s 
friends, strangers won’t judge you, then….



FACT

✔ Young people in Vietnam very often have 
more than one account - one to keep it real 
for close friends and one to show off in 
their aspirations to look the part.



THE RISE OF TIKTOK

Between remote learning on 
Microsoft Teams and Zoom, 
Vietnamese Gen-Zs continue 
to surf short video content on 
TikTok. 

By the end of March 2019, the 
platform reported having 12 
million users (that’s about 10% 
of the country’s population). 
Decision Lab recently reported 
that TikTok had been 
downloaded by up to 30 
percent of all mobile users in 
Vietnam by August 2020. 

https://www.decisionlab.co/blog/will-instagram-reels-slow-tiktoks-growth-in-vietnam
https://www.decisionlab.co/blog/will-instagram-reels-slow-tiktoks-growth-in-vietnam
https://www.decisionlab.co/blog/will-instagram-reels-slow-tiktoks-growth-in-vietnam


It’s now it is already the sixth most popular social media platform, with 47.6% 
penetration. Short videos with filters, humorous lip-syncs, dances and interactions are 
things that made this platform so attractive to the younger generation of social media 
users.

On 26 June 2020, TikTok launched Tiktok for Business 
in Vietnam. Marketers now can access the Tiktok Ads 
Manager to run conversion funnels targeting the 
burgeoning Vietnamese youth demographic. 

A number of household name brands have seen 
marketing success on the platform, such as Viettel, VNG 
and Maybelline New York. 

Check out the following screenshots of Viettel’s TikTok 
campaign promoting their customer service; featuring Vietnam’s 
beloved singer Bích Phương and football player Quang Hải.

https://datareportal.com/reports/digital-2021-vietnam
https://datareportal.com/reports/digital-2021-vietnam
https://www.brandsvietnam.com/20632-TikTok-for-Business-Giai-phap-quang-cao-moi-dac-biet-huong-den-doanh-nghiep-vua-va-nho
https://www.brandsvietnam.com/19405-Nhung-chien-dich-tao-dau-an-tren-Tiktok
https://www.brandsvietnam.com/19405-Nhung-chien-dich-tao-dau-an-tren-Tiktok


WHERE
DO WE
SHOP?

54.7 million people made online 
purchases in Vietnam in 2019. That’s 
half of the nation’s total population. 
The top four players on the 
e-commerce scene are Shopee, Tiki, 
Lazada, and Sendo. 

https://datareportal.com/reports/digital-2020-vietnam




Shopee, Lazada, Tiki are 
the players that were not 
affected by the pandemic

Shopee only came to Vietnam in Q2 
2017, but has been rising fast and 
strong ever since. It now leads the 
domestic e-commerce game by a 
healthy margin. By Q3 2020, they were 
already earning 62.7 million visits 
quarterly.

From small businesses to big 
FMCG brands, just about 
everyone is setting up shop 
on the major e-commerce 
channels. It’s safe to say that 
e-commerce is well and truly 
the future of retail in 
Vietnam. 

https://www.vietnam-briefing.com/news/why-you-should-invest-vietnams-e-commerce-industry.html
https://www.vietnam-briefing.com/news/why-you-should-invest-vietnams-e-commerce-industry.html
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